In the context of its funding programme for young researchers, the Ernst Abbe foundation is awarding PhD scholarships at Thuringian universities. The scholarships that fund doctoral candidates of FSU Jena of all disciplines for a period of two years amount to 1,200 Euro per month. An extension of one year is possible.

Applications for these scholarships are only possible through the Graduate Academy. All applicants should hand in their short applications to the Graduate Academy until 31 March 2020. The Graduate Academy will then choose the best applications and ask these applicants to hand in full applications.

In case of interest please send us until 31 March 2020 the following documents via e-mail () as one single document: Curriculum vitae (CV), (temporary) certificates and a short exposé (max. 2 pages). An assistance letter by the supervisor should be sent by him or her in a separate letter or via e-mail. Please note that incomplete or late applications will not be considered.
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